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Abstract

Significant changes in the small angle scattered intensity can be induced

by making measurements with radiation close to an absorption edge of an

appropriate atomic species contained in the sample. These changes can be

related quantitatively to the real and imaginary anomalous dispersion terras

for the scattering factor (X-rays) or scattering length (neutrons). The

physics inherent in these anomalous dispersion terms is first discussed before

considering how they enter the relevant scattering theory. Two major areas of

anomalous scattering research have emerged; maciomolecules in solution and

'inmixing of metallic alloys. Research in each area is reviewed, illustrating

both the feasibility and potential of these techniques. All the experimental

results reported to date have been obtained with X-rays. However, it is

pointed out that the formalism is the same for the analogue experiment with

neutrons, and a number of suitable isotopes exist which exhibit resonance in

an accessible range of energy. Potential applications of resonance small

angle neutron scatterings are discussed.
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ANOMALOUS AND RESONANCE SMALL ANGLE1. SCATTERING

J. E. Epperson and P. Thlyagarajan

I . Introduction

The techniques of small angle X-ray and small angle neutron scattering

are closely related. That there are significant differences also is not

surprising if one recalls the means by which scattering occurs; in the former

case, scattering takes place when X-ray photons interact with electrons in the

sample and in the latter case when the neutrons interact with target nuclei

via purely nuclear forces or when the magnetic moments of the projectile

neutrons interact with the magnetic moments of the target electrons.

Conventionally, the physics inherent In this interaction hetween the

projectile X-rays or neutrons and the target atoms is contained in the

scattering factor, f, or .attering length, b, respectively, as will be

discussed presently.

The bulk of small angle scattering work done to date has employed

radiation whose energy is relatively far from that of an atomic absorption

edge in the sample. In this classical work, the scattering factor (scattering

length) takes on a simple form, independent of the wavelength, X, being

employed. However, i t is well known' ' that in the immediate vicinity of an

absorption edge of a scattering atom, the scattering factor (scattering

length) is strongly wavelength dependent. This fact, taken In conjunction

with the present availability of intense, wide-band sources, synchrotrons for

X-rays and high flux reactors or pulsed sources for neutrons, offers the

opportunity for carrying out experiments which can yield information not



readily wail.ifole from more conventional experiments, e.g., the iHstrlbutton

of the resonant atoms in the sample.

When near-resonance X-rays are utilized, t'ne technique Is known as

anomalous scattering, =\nd when near-resonance neutrons arc employed, the

common designation is resonance scattering, although the basic principles are

the same. These techniques are complementary to the more widely used isotopic

substitution method in neutron small angle scattering, a subset of which is

treated elsewhere.^ ' A fundamental distinction is that in anomalous and

resonance scattering techniques, the Identical sample is used for all required

scattering experiments; in effect, one has perfect isomorphous replacement.

This distinction may be crucial when dealing with materials which are

sensitive to the details of preparation. Note, however, that one may s t i l l

need to label a site (or sites) In order to provide a vehicle for anomalous or

resonance scattering; once this labeling is done, scattering contrast is

varied by merely changing the incident wavelength.

I I . Anomalous Dispersion

Before considering applications of anomalous or resonance small angle

scattering, i t is worthwhile reviewing the wavelength dependence of the

scattering factor and scattering length.

a) The X-ray Scattering Factor

The coherent atomic scattering factor for X-rays is conventionally

defined as the ratio of the amplitude of a wave scattered coherently by an

atom to that scattered by a single classical electron, under the same

conditions. The common tabulations of X-ray scattering factors are only f i rs t



approximations cilcu La red by se l f - cons i s t en t 'j uan t ui noc'ian i ci 1

methods. (1-5,31) ^he fundamental assumption upon which these tabulated values

are based is that the e lec t rons in the atoms are so loosely bound that they

scatter as free electrons according to the c l a s s i c a l Thoinson theory.

Furthermore, since the electron is to be bound to the nucleus so as to form an

atom, one assumes the frequenc}1 of the incoming radiation is much greater than

that of the natural absorption frequencies and that the orbital motion of the

electrons i s slow compared to alterations of the field vector of the incoming

radiation. In the forward direction, under the stated assumptions, the atomic

scattering factor is equal to the number of electrons in the atom; i . e . , the

atomic number Z. However, because of the f i n i t e volume throughout which

electronic wave-functions are distributed, interference e f fec ts are produced

at non-zero scattering angles resulting in the well-known angle dependence of

the scattering factor; this variation with angle can usually be ignored in

small angle scattering. I t should thus be emphasized that these tabulated

values of the atomic scattering factors are valid only for wavelengths far

from an atomic absorption edge in the sample.

More generally, the atomic scattering factor may be represented as

f = fQ + f1 + if", (1)

where fQ is the high frequency limit discussed in the previous paragraph, and

f and f" are the real and imaginary components, respectively, of the

dispersion correction. All the physics associated with the wavelength

dependence is contained in f and f". The real part of the dispersion

correction represents in-phase scattering and can be expressed for angular

frequency u as



f ' ( u ) = I / " 5 y - ^ d u ) 1 , (2)
111 =0 (0 - (jj

w h e r e u) = —•:— > ( 3 )
A

c is the velocity of light, and (dg/dai1)^ is the oscillator density for type i

oscillators. The summation extends over all types of electrons in the atom.

The complex component represents a phase shift of 90° and can be expressed as

f ( u ) = ™ I (dg/du) . (4)
i

The srr;>ng wavelength dependence of f1 and f" in the vicinity of an

absorption edge is illustrated in Fig. 1 for values of the dispersion

correction for Fe calculated by Saravla and Cafcicha-Ellia^ ' and

Cromer.̂  ° ' There is an abrupt decrease in f" as X increases through the

absorption edge and a sharp decrease in f1 as the absorption edge is

approached from either side, and a singularity at the absorption edge.

Clearly, precise knowledge of the dispersion terras is required if scattering

experiments in close proximity of an absorption edge are to be successful.

Near a given absorption edge, anomalous dispersion will be dominated by

contributions from one type oscillator only, and the summations in Eqs. (2)

and (4) may be dropped. The dispersion correction terms are then conveniently

linked by the non-relativistic Kronig-Kramers relationship:' ^

f (u) f
TT \ n 2 , 2 '

ui = 0 o i - i d

where $ indicates the Cauchy principal value for the integral.



The existence of -i cnnplex atonic scattering factor denotes absorption of

X-rays by the sample, and optical theory provides a relationship between the

linear photoelectric absorption coefficient, u, and the imaginary component of

the dispersion correction:^

2
4iTNe ,„, v ,,%

f (u), (b)
mtoc

where m and c are the mass and charge, respectively, of an electron and N is

the number of atoms per unit volume of sample. Precise, high resolution

absorption measurements, corrected for Compton scattering aad thermal diffuse

scattering, and use of Eqs. (5) and (6) appear to represent the most

straightforward means of determining f" and f'. Gerward et al .^ ' have

carried out such measurements on Si and Ge and point out that this procedure

yields f" values in good agreement with the r e l a t iv i s t i c , quantuc mechanical

calculations by Cromer and Liberman' » ' ; however, they argue that such a

procedure yields only the photoelectric contribution to f1 and that a

re la t iv i s i t i c correction, associated with summation over negative intermediate

states, must also be included. When this correction, amounting to

5E /3mc or -0.026 electrons for Si (E t o t is the total energy of an atom),

was applied, excellent; agreement of their experimental f1 values with the

Cromer-Liberman calculations was observed. These authors point out that for

high energies and/or for high atomic numbers yet another frequency dependent,

magnetic term must be included. Their conclusion was that in order to

determine experimentally, and directly, the real dispersion correction

*The classical calculations by HOnl^23'2^' were carried out only for the K
electrons using hydrogenic wavefunctions.



\ppropriate for a diffract inn oxper iment, one needs to •<ie:;is:ir>: t'i-> refractive

index of the material, or use a direct scattering experiment.

Hoyt, de Fontaine, and Warburton^ ' have reviewed practical

considerations, including the effect of various systematic errors, of carrying

out such a determination from absorption measurements. In particular, i t

should be noted from Eq. (5) that absorption measurements over a wide range of

energies are required in order to determine f accurately. They point out the

inability of even the most rigorous, present-day f and f" calculations to

predict near-edge effects. From an extensive series of EXAFS measurements at

a synchrotron source, they evaluated both f" and f' (corrected as discussed

above) for Cu, Ni, and Ti near the K absorption edges, and their results for

Ni are shown in Fig. 2. These results dramatize even more the need for

experimental values of the dispersion correction when working close to an

absorption edge.

Although the absorption method just outlined appears, in many respects,

to be the most straightforward means of determining experimentally the

dispersion correction terms, several other techniques have been employed.

Among the other methods that have been utilized are, for example,

interferoraetry^ ' total reflection,^ ' index of refraction by the prism

method,^1 ' and Integrated intensity measurements.^ •

I t has long been recognized that anomalous scattering effects may be

larger at L edges than at K edges.' »*̂  This fact is significant inasmuch as

one is usually seeking enhanced contrast in an anomalous scattering

experiment. Templeton and Terapleton'**"' have measured the integrated

intensities of some 40 Bragg reflections from single crystals of cesium

hydrogen (+)-tartrate with synchrotron radiation at 52 wavelengths spanning

the three L absorption edges of Cs, The non-centrosymmetric structure meant



that Bijvoet pairs wiT:- V/:I LI able whl>-.h ai.it'l in t'ie <!<- <" ?• en Inn ti on of f" .

The structural parameters for this material were known accurately from

previous conventional work' 4 9' 5 0' at another off-resonance wavelength,

enabling them to utilize least squares refinement procedures to derive the f

and f" values for cesium. Near the L3 edge, f was found to vary between

-26.7 and -13.9 and f" between 4.0 and 16.1 electrons in a wavelength interval

of only 0.008 A, Their experimental values for f1 and f" near the L 3 edge of

Gs are shown in Fig. 3, along with the corresponding calculated values by

Croraer. Lack of fine detail in the calculations is attributed to the fact

that the model neglects modulations of density of states in the continuum and

transitions to vacant bound states.

b. The Neutron Scattering Length

Conventional coherent neutron scattering arises from the nuclear

interaction between the projectile neutron and the nucleus of the target

atom. In addition, if an atom has unpaired electrons, it may scatter neutrons

because of a dipole interaction between the resulting magnetic moment of the

atom and that of the neutron. In the discussion to follow, we shall deal

exclusively with nuclear scattering.

One component of nuclear scattering is measured by the effective

geometric cross section the nucleus presents to the incoming neutron. This is

the potential scattering and is found to increase proportional to the cube

root of the atomic mass of the nucleus. A. process known as resonance

scattering is superimposed on the potential scattering. It is convenient to

think of the incident, neutron and target atom as momentarily forming a

compound nucleus, and, depending on the nature and positions of the energy

levels of this compound state, scattering or absorption of the neutron may



result. The anplituiU of the resonance scntteritii; may be of the same or

opposite sign as that of the potential scattering; in some cases thf resulting

total coherent scattering amplitude is negative. Resonance scattering varies

in a non-reguLar manner with atomic number, and can even be quite different

for different isotopes of a given type atom.

The neutron incident on the nucleus can be represented^' by a plane wave

= e
l k z (7)

where k = 2TT/X is the wave number and z is a real space position variable.

The scattered neutron wave will be spherically symmetrical and can be

expressed as

= -(b/r)elkr, (8)
s

where r is the radial distance from the nucleus to the point of observation.

The quantity b is defined as the scattering length and, in analogy with -

Eq. (1) for X-rays, can be written in complex notation as

b = b + b1 + ib" . (9)
o

The term bQ corresponds to the high frequency limit, and b1 and b" are the

real and imaginary dispersion terms associated with resonance. Because the

nuclear dimension is small compared to the wavelength of the incoming neutron,

b is independent of the scattering angle.

In the parlance of neutron scattering, i t is more common to talk about

the elastic scattering cross section which is defined as
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o = 4nb2. (10)

On the assumption that a siagle resonance energy Level is operational, Breit

and Wigner'"^ gave an expression for the scattering cross sections:

l/2r /k

where R is the nuclear radius, E is the energy of the incident neutron, Er is

the energy the neutron must have to produce resonance in the compound nucleus

and F = Tn + r_. Tn and r_ are the widths of the resonance for re-emission of

the neutron with its original energy and for absorption, respectively. The

two terms in Eq. (11) correspond to potential and resonance scattering,

respectively. Both r and r are positive, but note that (E-Er) may be

either positive or negative. After some algebraic manipulation, one can write

the Breit-Uigner expresr .on for the neutron scattering length as

1/2 (E-E ) r /k 1/4 r r /k
b = [R] + [ / " 2 ] - [ ^ -] i (12)

(K-E ) z+ i/4 r (E-E y + 1/4 r

or, equivalently, the modulus of the scattering cross section is

a
I / 2 ( E - E )r /k , r r /k

4,{[R + . r n
 ? ] 2 + 1/16 [ — ^ ~)2} . (13)

(E-Err + i/4 rz (E-E r + 1/4 r

For high neutron energies, the cross section approaches 4irR2; i.e., the

scattering length approaches the nuclear radius.
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1/2 rn/k
At lew energies, the scattering length approaches R - -. ; that

'"r

i s , i t is less than R by a constant amount which depends through " n on the

details of the nuclear resonance. A few isotopes exist for which resonance

occurs in an energy range accessible at current thermal and near-thermal

sources, and i t is instructive to consider the "?.vplenp,th dependence cf tb«

scattering length near resonance. The resonance parameters E r, rn» F, and R

can be evaluated from measureraents of the absorption and scattering cross

sections as a function of neutron energy. For example, Brockhouse^ ' found

for L13Cd that E = 0.178 eV (X = 0.68 A) , F = 0.113 eV, F = 0.00068 eV
X IT cL XI

and R = 0.70 x 10"12cra; and Marshak e t a l / 3 7 ^ f^und for 149Sm tha t

E = 0.0976 eV (X = 0.92 A), F = 0.0635 eV, F = 0.00047 eV and
X V Si II

R = 0.70 x 10~*-2 cm . The various components of the scattering lengths for

"Cd and *• Sm are shown in Fig. 4. Notice b1 vanishes at the resonance

wavelength and changes from positive to negative values as X increases through

the resonance point. On the other hand, b" never goes negative and reaches

i t s maximum value at the resonance wavelength.

The foregoing discussion is s t r ic t ly valid only for spin zero isotopes.

In general, if the nucleus has spin I , the incident neutron and the resonant

isotope can combine to form spin sts.Tes of I + 1/2 and I - 1/2, but only one

of these states will show resonance. For a resonant nuclei with spin I , the

probability for compound nucleus formation is (I + 1)/(2I + 1) and the

s t a t i s t i ca l factors for 1L3Cd (I = 1/2) and 149Sm (I =7/2) are 0.75 and 0.56,

respectively. This spin factor is included in Fig. 4a and 4b.

The discussion so far clearly i l lus t ra tes the similari t ies in the

anomalous X-ray and resonance neutron scattering cross sections. However, i t

is worthwhile noting some important differences in these phenomena. In the

case of X-rays, almost al l the heavier elements could serve as useful
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anomalous scatterers (either K or L edges). But the magnitades of

the Af', |f -f1|, values could vary only by about 20 percent of the fQ

values. In the case of neutrons, Bacon^2' l i s t s the four isotopes in Table I

as being available for resonance scattering in the thermal range; in fact,

there are a few other isotoper available for this use also. In contrast to

the X-ray case, however, the magnitudes of the Ab1, |b - b ' j , values could vary

by as much as about, seven times that of the bQ values. In addition, the

detai ls of the dispersion behavior of b1 and b" near the resonance point are

different from their respective counterparts of anomalous X-ray scattering as

shown in Figs. 1 and 4.

Tabla I. Scattering Amplitudes for Resonant Nuclei

Element or

Isotope Abundance

Resonant

X(A)

b" (10"12 cm)

At resonance At X = 1

1 1 3

157

Cd

Cd

Sm

Eu

Gd

Gd

0.12

0.14

0.48

0.16

0.68

0.68

0.92

0-92

0.6

0.6

1.8

1.8

0.53

4.70

0.88

6.30

1.31

2.74

1.2

6.60

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

.15

.2

.7

. 1

.07

.15

.8
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III. Theoretical Considerations

Insight into the importance of the anomalous dispersion terms on the

resulting small angle scattering can be obtained by considering the complex

scattering factor in the formal expression for the scattered intensity. This

will also allow an assessment of the accessibility of the structural

information contained in the anomalous scattering data. Because the published

experimental work to date has been exclusively with X-rays, the following

discussion will deal with anomalous scattering of X-rays. However, it follows

directly from the preceding section that the formalism would be the same for

neutrons if one replaced the scattering factor (f) with the scattering length

(b), keeping in mind that the mechanism of scattering is different iu the two

cases.

The amplitude of the scattered wave from the scattering entity can be

written as

A = I f e i , (14)
i

where the summation extends over all atoms in the scattering entity. The

intensity is given by the amplitude times its complex conjugate and can be

expressed generally as

I I [(fo + f )t(fo + f ) . + fjfj] cos q r
i j J J J

+ I I t( f
0
 + f')i fj " f'i(f

o
 + f' s i n
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where q = 2irk. If the scattering entities take on all possible orientations,

e.g., molecules in solution or precipitate particles in a randomly oriented

polycrystalline material, the sine term drops out, and

s in q r ..
C O S

q r

! !hence, I(q) - H £ t£ . ' ^ ^ + I J f! fJ J ol oj q r 4 J J j i j q

„ „ sin qr . , sin qr..

+ y y f f 11 + 2 H f , f, ±± . (17)
i j i j qrij i j oi j qrij

These Debye-type expressions' ' represent, respectively, the contributions

from off-resonance scattering, the real anomalous scattering, the complex

anomalous scattering, and a cross term contribution.

If three centers of scattering are defined such that

I f[ r 1 8 , = 0 , (18b)

a n d I f i r
i v . = 0 . (18c)

i '
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three corresponding radii of gyration can be defined as follows:

•«• \
<L 9 b>

and (Rg)Z = „ = ^ . (19c)

1 ^

Iu this notation, point a1 represents the non-resonant center of scattering

and points 31 and y* the real and imaginary centers of scat ter ing,

respectively. Expanding the functions as Taylor series and invoking the

parallel axis theorem, Borso^^ has shown that the scattered intensity can be

represented as

2E 2 2,D , .2
7 q R 7 q (R')

~ N 2 ( l - 1 + . . . ) + ( N ' ) 2 ( l j § — + . . . . )

? " 7
( R > 2 7 -

. . ) + 2NN1 (1 - | _ [R

(20)

where d is the distance between points a' and B1 . By algebraic rearrangement,

this can be written as
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(21)

For cases when N" << N+N1, this expression reduces to the more familiar

Gaussian form

2 "V 2 ̂ V
I(q) - N/(I J- + ...) ~ N / e 3 , (22)

where NT = N + N1 (23)

D2 i N -i _ 2 . f N1 ^2rT,'>,2 , N N1 ,2
a n d ^ - ( T 5 S 1 - ) R g + C ) ( R ) + d

From inspection of these last three equations, i t can be seen that N and

R are obtainable from the extrapolated zero angle scattering and slope,

respectively, of a Guinier plot^ ' determined with radiation far from

resonance. Similarly, NT and R ' are obtained from the anomalous scattering

measurements made with radiation near the absorption edge. Having determined

these parameters, Eq. (24) allows one to solve for d, the distance in the

scattering entity between the non-resonant and real dispersive centers of

gravity.

IV. Experimental Approaches and Results

As we have seen in section I la , anomalous small angle X-ray scattering

can only be observed for wavelengths in close proximity of an absorption

edge. This requirement has the practical consequence of dictating that

anomalous small angle X-ray scattering experiments be done at a synchrotron
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source where the wavelength ts precisely and continuously tunable over a wide

range of values and where the flux is high for any wavelength selected.*

(a) Macromolecules in Solution

A useful review of anomalous small angle scattering, largely as applied

to macroraolecules in solution, has been given by Stuhrmann.^°' Several

existing small angle scattering methods can be used or modified for anomalous

or resonance scattering experiments. A. method developed by Hoppe^ ' involves

labeling two sites in a molecule with anomalously scattering atoms. The

difference spectrum can be formed;

AI = 1 ^ + 1 ^ - ij - I* , (25)

where the subscripts denote which, if any, sites are labeled aud the

superscripts c and a denote conventional and anomalous scattering experiments,

respectively. By use of the procedures outlined in section I I I , i t can be

shown that this difference spectrum reduces to

sin q r
AI = 2 (£ " f ' + f " f„") 1± . (26)

1 2 1 2 q r12

The distance between labeled sites ( r ^ ) can then be obtained by determining

the zero crossover point.

A procedure proposed by BUldt̂  ' can yield certain structural

information. This procedure involves inserting a small label of enhanced

*In addition to the customary bending magnet radiation, wigglers and
undulators^41' provide the experimentalist with powerful tools for tailoring
the beam for special needs.
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scat tec Ing power into a molecule, and one determines the distance distribution

function between this labeled subunit and each other segment in the

macLomolecule. For this labeled particle, three terms arise in the scattering

function:

I ( q ) = I ( q ) + I (q ) + I (q) , ( 2 7 )
P tr Li \-»

where I (q) represents interferences within the unlabeled particle, IpL(q)

represents interferences between the small bound label and the remainder of

the molecule and Ij^q) is the contribution from the unbound label. Here, we

are interested in the middle interference term which can be written as

sin q r

— T — ' ( 2 8 )

L 1

The distribution of distances between the label and every position in the

structure is given by the Fourier transform

00

~ / \ 2 2 f , . / x s i n o r 2 , / « « \
DpL

(r) = T r / IpL
( q ) -rr~q dq • ( 2 9 )

o M

The enhanced clarity in this distribution function relative to that obtained

from a Fourier transform of the total coherent scattering function is worth

emphasizing. Here, all distances are relative to one point, that of the

label, whereas the conventional distribution mentioned would give a

convolution of distances of all points with respect to all other points in the

molecule.

Motivated by the fact that calcium is an important biological regulator

and the obvious interest in its location in a protein, Miake-Lye, Doniach and
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Hodgson (38^ replaced two Cd2+ ions with Tb ions in the small protein

parvalbumln and utilized three synchrotron X-ray wavelengths in the vicinity

of the Lo edge of the terbium label in such an anomalous scattering

investigation. Extrapolated to zero scattering angle, the protein-terbium

terra is 20% of the protein-protein term and the terbium-terbium term is only

1% under off-resonance conditions. The anomalous scattering produced a 5-7%

change in the total scattering due to the protein-terbium term and 0.5% for

the terbium-terbium. Approximating the electron density distribution in the

protein molecule as a Gaussian function, they least squares fitted the small

angle scattering data over the range 0.126 < q < 0.283 A in order to

estimate R̂  and R2, the distances of the two terbium ions from the center of

mass of the molecules. They found R̂  and R2 to be identical, within

experimental error, and equal to 13.2 A. Their experimental data on

parvalbumin is compared in Fig. 5 with a curve calculated from the

crystallographic coordinates of the very similar carp parvalbumin. Due to the

low signal-noise ratio mentioned above for the terbium-terbium term and the

difficulties in correcting for photoelectric absorption and fluorescence, both

quite significant factors in anomalous scattering experiments, they were

unable to extract the terbium-terbium distance.

Vainshtein, Feigin, Lvov, Gvozdev, Marakushev, and Likhtenshtein^-^J used

groups of four mercury atoms to label hemoglobin molecules. Neglecting the

cross term in Eq. (27), they reported a distance of 38 i 2 A as the distance

between the markers associated with the amino acid residues 93 (cysteine) of

the two S-chains of hemoglobin.

Stuhrmann,'^' Ibel and Stuhrmann,'29' Luzzati, Tardieu and Mateu/33^

and Stuhrmann' 5 ' have devised a different method for obtaining distance
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information between labeled subunits. The radius oE gyration can, in the

notation of S tuhrraann, ^ b - ' be expressed as

K = \ + * _ T V - 2 hr 2 .
c (p + p 1 ) 2 + ( p - r ( P + p * r + ( P " ) Z

/p (T) r2dr
where a = ~ , (31)

c

J/p (r) p(r"') t-P d3r d V
6 = S * , (32)

V
c

Vc = J p c ( r ) d3r = /p(r-) d3r (33)

and Rc> the non-resonant radius of gyrat ion, i s given by

2 / Pc<£) r dr
R c = V

c

In the above expressions p ( r ) i s defined as the excess s c a t t e r i n g length

density of the pa r t i c l e s r e l a t i v e to the solvent

p ( ? ) ' P ( ? ) so l .u te " S o l v e n t ' <35>

and p i s the overal l mean sca t te r ing length density with "p1 and "p" the mean

real and complex anomalous sca t te r ing d e n s i t i e s , r e spec t ive ly ; p ( r ) i s the

in te rna l s t r uc tu r e observed a t vanishing con t ra s t and p ( f ) the shape of the

molecular volume excluded to the solvent . A. change in the apparent radius of

gyration with the contras t ex i s t s even if there are no anomalous sca t te r ing

atoms p resen t .
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Stuhrmann' ' has measured the anomalous s^nall angle scattering from

iron-storing fercitin at a synchrotron with tea X-. ly wavelengths in the

vicinity of the K absorption edge of iron and found a systematic 4% variation

in the apparent radius of ' / rat ion as shown in Fig. 6. Practically no

var'ntion in the radius of gyration was found except very near the absorption

eri^r. I t was shown that the variation in R illustrated in Fig. 6 could be

attributed primarily to changes in f1 with wavelength. I t was estimated that

the presence of Fe in the ferr i t in, some 3000 atoms per ferritin molecule,

resulted in a 14% decrease in contrast for the iron-bearing ferr i t in.

In a powerful demonstration of the potential of anomalous small angle

scattering, Stuhrraann and Notbaunr ' carried out measurements on hemoglobin

at some 32 wavelengths near the K absorption edge of iron at a synchrotron

source. Because each hemoglobin molecule contained only four Fe atoms,

relative intensity changes of only 0.001 to 0.01 were expected due to'

anomalous scattering. Absorption effects, which are quite sensitive to the

chemical environment' ' ' along with fluorescence tend to dominate the

scattering pattern, and these effects must be carefully corrected for. The

anomalous scattering for this system is due to the convolution of the whole

molecule with the particular geometrical arrangement of the four iron atoms in

the hemoglobin molecule, and this manifests itself in a cross terra, the second

term on the right of Eq. (27)„ The anomalous scattering contribution from the

Fe alone [third term of Eq. (27)] was too weak to discriminate from the

background. Consequently, information about the location of the Fe atoms

could only be extracted from consideration of the iron-hemoglobin term.

Fortunately, the information about the geometrical arrangement of the

anomalous scatterers is obtained relative to the coordinates of the non-

resonant structure. A careful multipole analysis of the Fe-hemoglobln cross
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toc-i, with due cons Lilet.it Loa of what was alce-idy known about thfi chemis t ry o£

hemoglobin, suggested a nearly tetrahedral packing of the four subunits of

hemoglobin with a radial distance of each Fe atom from the center of mass of

the molecule of about 16 A. Furthermore, their multipole analysis allowed

then to conclude that the distance between die tetrahedrally dispersed Fe

atoms was 26 i 4 A.

b) Metallurgical Alloys

A second major class of anomalous small angle scattering investigations

is now emerging, that of composition changes and phase separation in metallic

alloys. A useful review of the merits of the anomalous scattering and

isotopic substitution methods for this application has been given by Simon,

Lyon, and de Fontaine.^ ' In particular, the scattering from a phase

separating ternary alloy was simulated, and the effect on the solution in

terms of the partial structure function? due to several possible experimental

errors was investigated. They observedf "It appears that neutron, scattering,

although having good contrast, is not suited to these studies since slight

structural differences between the three samples may lead to erroneous

results." Of course, this observation is not operational _i£ resonance small

angle scattering can be employed; then the experiment becomes the exact

analogue of anomalous X-ray scattering which allows one to use a single sample

for all wavelengths. Precautions and corrections required in such an

investigation have been discussed with respect to a preliminary experiment on

an Al-Zn alloy by Goudeau, Fontaine, Naudon, and Williams.^21^

For a ternary alloy, the scattered intensity can be expressed as a linear

combination of the partial structure functions:
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I(q) = I (frfm) ( f . - f / s ^ ) , (36 )

where f is the scattering factor of the major constituent and f̂  and f. those

of the two solutes. S î is the partial structure function; that is , the

Fourier transform of the pair correlation function for components i and j .

The basic strategy for determining the partial structure functions is to carry

out the experimental measurements with three distinctly different values of

the scattering factors. Salva-Ghilarducci, Simon, Guyot and Ansara^ '

approached this for the Al-Zn-Ag system with small angle neutron scattering by

using different, isotopically enriched alloys.* Metallic alloys, usually

being non-equilibrium structures, ar« notorious for difficulties in

reproducing exactly the microstructure for different samples of the sama

alloy, as indicated by the observation cited above. Lyon and co-workers^ '

have studied the composition changes during unmixing in the ternary Al-Zn-Ag

system by means of anomalous small angle X-ray scattering, in the vicinity of

the K absorption edge of Zn. They conclude." that experiments at a single edge

were insufficient to extract the desired partial structure functions because

of relatively small variations in contrast; only weighted sums could be

obtained. They resorted to a lower order approximation; i . e . , that the

ternary alloy could be treated as a quasi-binary alloy cont.isting of

precipitates of fixed composition growing in a matrix depleted in solute.

This procedure allowed a determination of the directions of the tie lines in

the Gibbs triangle as shown in Fig. 7.

*In an earlier effort to characterize the metastable equilibrium in ternary
Al-Zn-Mg alloys, Gerold, Epperson, and Kostorz^19' used both X-rays and
neutrons as a means of varying the scattering power.
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The boundaries of the metastable miscibility gap could not be determined,

however, because of insufficient beam flux to measure the integrated

intensity. From the small angle scattered integrated intensity one can

determine the invariant

QQ = 4TT / I(q) q2 dq , (37)

where l(q) is now assumed to be in absolute units. Gerold ^ 1 8 ' has shown

that, for a binary alloy without size effects, in stable or metastable

equilibrium, the invariant is related to the concentrations at the phase

boundaries by

a
(38)

where AfD is the difference between the scattering amplitudes of the solute B

and solvent. A, V̂  is the atomir. volume of solute A, Xi ^ s t n e atomic fraction

of solute B in the alloy, and xi aiw* X ĵ are the corresponding concentrations

in the two stable or metastable phases. Lyon et al .^3^' argued that the

partial structure functions could be derived if additional measurements at a

second edge were available. In a later work on these alloys, Lyon and

Simon^35^ concluded that in an Al-9 at.% Zn - 9 at.% Ag alloy, the ratio of Ag

to Zn in the GP zones remained constant at about 1.10, but in an Al-14 at.% Zn

-4 at.% Ag alloy this ratio changed from 0.475 to 0.275 as the precipitates

transformed from GP Zones to the stable e' precipitate particles.

Building on the accumulated experience just noted, Simon and Lyon^2^ and

Lyon and Simon^36' reported the most comprehensive and successful partial

structure function determination to date. Their anomalous small angle
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scattering measurements were nada near tne K edges of Fe and Tli on a Cu-Ni-Fe

alloy. They explored various approaches for extracting the partial structure

functions. The method chosen was to obtain preliminary estimates of Sj.̂  by

direct inversion of a set of equations having the form of Eq. (36); these

values were refined further by a gradient method. The method was shown to be

reliable provided data in the vicinity of two absorption edges were used.

Their partial structure factors for three annealing times at 500°C are sh< wn

in Fig. 8. The partial structure functions SCu..Cu, SNi_N1 and SFe_Fe were

similar in shape, and their ratios did not vary with time; SFe-Fe^SCu-Gu = °*2

± 0.03 and sNl-Ni/sCuCu = °«62 * 0.07. Furthermore, they reached the

important conclusion that phase separation at 500°C in the

^u0 426^0 422^a0 152 a^oY cannot be modelled as a two-phase system. This

has profound consequences in regards to our understanding of the process of

phase separation. A satisfactory understanding of the exact nature of these

precipitate particles may have to come from a higher resolution technique,

such as field emission microscopy or perhaps from Monte Carlo modelling.

V. Discussion and Conclusions

Clearly, anomalous X-ray and resonance neutron scattering are capable of

yielding valuable structural information, in addition to that obtainable from

a conventional, off-resonance experiment. The methods, in essence, allow one

to alter the scattering power of certain atoms in the scattering entity by use

of appropriate wavelength radiation, in close proximity of an absorption

edge. This is an inherent advantage relative to isotopic substitution alone

since one is able to use the identical sample for a l l the necessary scattering

experiments. The X-ray method has some advantage in that more absorption

edges are readily accessible with available synchrotron sources. However,
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t.ere are a f?~ isotopes th-it exhibit resonance ia ».n energy range accessible

with current pulsed neutron sources. Keeping in mind the complementary nature

of X-ray and neutron scattering, this additional possibility should not be

neglected, as will be discussed below.

As the works cited in section IV have repeatedly pointed out, anomalous

small angle scattering experiments are demanding. Inasmuch as the signal

available for interpretation is obtained from differences in scattering

functions cained with different wavelengths, counting statist ics always

become a limiting factor. Extreme precaution must be exercised to insure that

systematic shifts in background levels are not introduced when the wavelength

is changed; fluorescence must be corrected for; absorption is a major

correction; and sample transmission should be measured for the same conditions

of sample volume and wavelength used in the scattering experiment. Finally,

reliable anomalous dispersion correction data (f1 and f") must be available,

or determined as a part of the experiment.

Two major classes of experiments have been carried out to date using

anomalous X-ray scattering methods; this work became feasible with the advent

of synchrotron sources. These are macromolecules in solution and partia*

structure factors of metallic alloys. In both areas, research has progressed

to the point that significant contributions have been made. Nonetheless, the

era of anomalous small angle scattering is just commencing.

Resonance neutron scattering has been successfully applied for

determining the crystal structure of insulin [Adams, et a l . ' ']. However, we

are not aware of studies being reported for amorphous, metallurgical, or other

macromolecular systems, certainly not in the small angle scattering regime.

Possible reasons for the lack of such studies may be: (1). There are only a

few isotopes which have resonance scattering properties in the thermal region
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useful for small angle scattering, and they are not frequently found

associated with the above mentioned classes of systems. (2). High flux, pulsed

neutron sources with precisely tunable wavelengths over a wide range of

energies have become available only recently. With the advent of such systems

and time-of-flight analysis, one can optimize the resolution according to the

system to be studied, and a number of unique experiments become possible. An

obvious, partial l is t of systems for which resonance small angle scattering

would appear to be applicable includes:

(1) In biology, there are numerous proteins which function only when

associated with certain metal species (e .g. , calmodulin, phospholipase -

A2, hemoglobin, parvalbumin, metallothionin, e tc . ) . I t is possible to

replace some or all of these metal species with resonance isotopes and

then study their structures in terms of size, shape, and the distribution

of the metal species.

(2) In the field of solvent extraction of metals, a variety of extractants

have been developed specifically to extract strategic materials, nuclear

waste processing and recovery of certain radioactive nuclides.^ » '

Depending on the conditions of extraction, a variety of complexes as well

as larger aggregates are formed, and the aggregation properties of cobalt

(II) - monoacidic extractant complexes were studied recently using

conventional small angle neutron scattering techniques.^^ Very l i t t l e

Is known about the structures of aggregates or the distribution of atoms

in these complexes.
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O ) In the f i ' b l s of conventional metallurgy and polymers, mlcrosogregation

is known to influence dramatical ly the physical p r o p e r t i e s . If resonance

labels can be introduced, the fine scale d i s t r i b u t i o n can be character-

ized. P a r t i a l s t ruc ture functions of phase separat ing systems can be

used to obtain more r e l i a b l e information about the bulk behavior.

Although no resonance small angle neutron s c a t t e r i n g inves t iga t ions have been

reported to da t e , there i s g rea t potent ia l for inves t iga t ions of this type.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Wavelength dependence of (a) the real and (b) imaginary terms of the

anomalous dispersion corrections for Fe near i t s K abso* ption

edge. Numerical data taken from the calculation of Saravia and

Caticha-Ellis*40) for f and Cromer<10> for f".

Fig. 2. Measurements of (a) the real and (b) imaginary terms of the

anomalous dispersion correction for Ni near i ts K absorption edge

after Hoyt, de Fontaine, and Warburton.v

Fig. 3. Experimental values of (a) the real and (b) imaginary components of

the anomalous dispersion correction for Cs near i t s L-j edge after

Templeton and Templeton.^ ^

Fig. 4. Components of the coherent neutron scattering length:

(a) for ^^Cd calculated from the parameters from Brockhouse.» '

(b) for ^'Sm calculated from the parameters from Marshak, Posttna,

(37)Sailor, Shore, and Reynolds.v '

Fig. 5. Guinier plot of the small angle scattering from rabbit parvalbumin

(solid curve) compared with the curve calculated from the

crystallographic coordinates of carp parvalbumin after Miake-Lye,

Doniach and Hodgson.^38^

Fig. G. Dependence of the apparent radius of gyration of ferr i t in on X-ray

wavelength near the K absorption of Fe after Stuhrmann.'45'
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Fig. 7. Direction of the tie lines in the Gibbs triangle for the Al-Zn-Ag

system as determined by Lyon, Hoyt, Pro, Davis, Clark, de Fontaine,

and

FJg. 8. Experimental partial structure functions for a Cu-Ni-Fe alloy after

3, 9, and 56 hours annealing at 500°C as reported by Lyon and

Simon/36) SCu_Cu (open triangles), SNi_N1 (open squares), SFe_Fe

(open circles) and S^£_pe (+),
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